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Nice running but physical demanding 

Even in current wet conditions remains the track save and 

descents, a jump hill and the drop off

Race type XCO Class 2 

In the S classification these are to be rated as follows:
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Definition S (safety)  classification.  

S Class ranges from 1 to 5 identifying an increasing level of proportionality 

control skills and possible seriousness of injures when failing at some 

passage, obstacle or part of the track which requires attention to safety. 

which identifies a situation at which a

Jump hill : S2 

Steep 

Eupen Track classification (4th prototype)

Pearl Izumi BeneluxCup 

demanding track with mostly natural obstacles of 3,8km length and 

remains the track save and good ride able. Classified one of the 

the drop off. 

these are to be rated as follows:  

 

to 5 identifying an increasing level of proportionality between required cycle 

control skills and possible seriousness of injures when failing at some point. S class is defined for each 

acle or part of the track which requires attention to safety. S class 1 is the lightest class 

identifies a situation at which an fault could result in mild injuries. S class 5 requires excellent 

Steep Descent : S1 

Drop off : S2 

Side view
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km length and 86hm! 

one of the 

 

between required cycle 

S class is defined for each 

the lightest class 

S class 5 requires excellent 

de view 



cycle control skills or with a treacherous nature at which a steering fault could lead to severe or very 

severe injuries. Parts of a track with class 5 classification should only be taken  by riders with 

excellent driving skills , by example gained in gravity mountain bike discipline (downhill, bmx, 4X). 

Classified elements at track Eupen 4/5 June 2016 Pearl Izumi BeneluxCup by RSK Eupen: 

1: Jump Hill Class 2. 

The jump hill can lead to difficulties when approached too fast. The jump hill is approached by a 

slight descent so speed can increase easily and the chance of being launched is present. The landing 

zone is covered with small rocks which in an event of uncontrolled drop will sure give chance of 

severe injury. The obstacle is marked with Danger sign. 

2: Steep descent Class 1. 

The descent is steep but runs smoothly without direct obstacles in line, however long enough to have 

multiple riders on the descent with the chance of hitting each other. Breaking can be only of little 

influence so high speeds are to be expected. Risk of injury in case of collision. 

3: Drop off Class 2. 

The jump of about 40cm lands at a rather steep descent with roots. If taken improperly a head fall or 

uncontrolled steering is likely. If the speed is too high the left turn could be missed ending against 

one of the trees. Chicken route provided. 

Competition and event Info: http://www.pearlizumicup.nl/en/  , http://rsk-eupen.be   
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